2ND QUARTER EDITION 2021

DISCLAIMER
The Yalgoo Bulldust is published by the Shire of Yalgoo as a public service for the community.
Contact: Shire of Yalgoo
Mail: 37 Gibbons St, Yalgoo 6635
Phone: 99628042
Fax: 99628020
Email: reception@yalgoo.wa.gov.au
The opinions expressed have been published in good faith on the request of the person requesting publication, and are not those of the Shire of Yalgoo. All articles, comments, advice
and other material contained in this publication are by way of general comment or advice
only and are not intended, not do they purport to be the correct advice on any particular
matter or subject referred to. No person should act on the basis of any matter, comment or
advice contained in this publication without first considering, and if necessary taking appropriate professional advice upon the applicability to their particular circumstances. Accordingly, no responsibility is accepted or taken by the Shire of Yalgoo, or the authors and editors of
the Yalgoo Bulldust, for any damage or loss suffered by any party acting in reliance on any
matter, comment or advice contained here in.

advertising
WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROMOTE WHAT YOU HAVE TO OFFER?
THE YALGOO BULLDUST CAN HELP.
Advertising Commercial - Full Page (Black & White) $35.00 Advertising Commercial - Half Page
(Black & White) $25.00
Advertising Commercial - Quarter Page (Black & White) $18.00
Advertising Community - All of above (Black & White) FREE
Advertising Commercial - Full Page (Colour) $60.00 Advertising Commercial - 1/2 Page $45.00
Advertising Commercial - Quarter Page (Colour) $30.00
Advertising Community - All of above (Colour) FREE
Please call the Shire if you have any enquiries on 08 99628042

Yalgoo Races
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Shire ceo - IAN HOLLAND
It has been a busy few months for the Shire since the last edition of the Bulldust. Early
March we received some heavy rains that did significant damage to our road network.
This was declared a Disaster Event and we were made eligible for Federal Funding last
week. A month after this event in early April the Shire participated in DFES planning for
Tropical Cyclone Seroja. This was an unfortunate reminder of why Local Emergency Management Arrangements are so important and reiterated the need to have a plan for
these events as both an individual as well as an organisation.
Minimal instances of property damage were recorded in the Shire of Yalgoo as a result of
TC Seroja and while some areas received extremely strong winds this did not result in a
significant clean up or recovery effort like the local governments to our South and West.
Communication disruptions highlighted the large reliance on the Telstra network. As a
result of damaged power infrastructure in Mullewa, Morawa and Perenjori some areas
experienced phone and internet outages for a day through to most of last month. Further disruptions felt locally were the extensive number of road and highway closures for
both safety and recovery. It was difficult for all agencies to check the large impact area
for trees, debris and powerlines. We also apologise for the inconvenience caused by the
temporary closure of the Caravan Park during that event.
Covid-19 Safety and the importance of utilizing contact registers or the Covid Safe App
was again brought back to our attention on the weekend of the Yalgoo Races. The cancellation of this event was not made locally but related to key personnel not able to travel due to the Perth Peel Lockdown that disastrously occurred the night before the event.
The Yalgoo Jockey Club has issued refunds for tickets booked online and they are working with Racing and Wagering Western Australia to try and secure a new date.
It was disappointing to see that information on mask wearing was slow to makes its way
around to travellers who had recently been in Perth. In light of this the Shire opted not
to conduct a large public ANZAC service and proposed a driveway service in solidarity
with all those that could not attend in Perth. Shire Officers attended the ANZAC memorial to lower the flags and lay wreaths on everyone’s behalf.
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Shire ceo - IAN HOLLAND
With National Volunteer Week approaching on the 17 – 23 May 2021 I would like
to thank all those that contribute to their communities. Whether it be involvement in a sporting group or service association your involvement and contribution
does not go unnoticed. The last 12 months have thrown a lot at regional WA and I
hope that everyone respects and admires the efforts of volunteers in this community and across wider Western Australia. Bushfire Brigades, State Emergency Services and St John Ambulance are all volunteer supported organisations that rely on
volunteers and in some special cases the dedication of volunteers over many
years.
At the Ordinary April Council Meeting in Paynes Find Shire President Cr Greg
Payne and DFES Superintendent Craig Smith had the honour of presenting a DFES
Commissioner Certificate of Distinction to Gail Pilmoor for the incalculable effort
and service provided to the Paynes Find Volunteer Fire Brigade. A 20 year service
medal was also presented to David Rocke which also clearly demonstrates his
commitment as a Volunteer Fire Control Officer. Gail and David contribute to many
organisations and activities as volunteers and as a result every man, woman, child
or rescued animal travelling the Great Northern Highway is better off for it.
Another fantastic example of this amazing community spirit can be expressed as a
thank you to Shire employee Trevor Field who took it upon himself to help out at
the Geraldton Emergency Services Centre for the weekend following the Cyclone.
DFES and DBCA Officers reached out to me to share their sincere appreciation.

Ian Holland
Chief Executive Officer
Shire of Yalgoo - Where the Outback Starts!
Telephone: (08) 9962 8042
Mb: 0417484840
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Yalgoo’s
justice of the
peace

The new Justice of the Peace based in Yalgoo.

M. Raul Valenzuela. E
Who is Raul Valenzuela?
Raul is the Chair of the Yalgoo St Johns Sub Centre, Yalgoo Post Master, A Control Officer of the
Yalgoo Bush Fire Brigade, and Yalgoo Airstrip, An Elected Member of the Shire of Yalgoo and a active
Community Member.
Where can you find Raul?

You can find Raul at the Yalgoo General Store base at Lot 70 Gibbons Street, and also the Yalgoo Shire
Office.
How can you contact Raul:
You can contact Raul by calling the Yalgoo General Store on 08 9962 8033 or the Yalgoo Shire Office
on 08 9962 8042.
Do you have to make an Appointment to Meeting The JP?
It is recommended that an appointment is made. Incase the JP is not in town.
Raul would like to thank the following for supporting him throughout his journey on becoming a Justice of the Peace.
Sargent Nathan Johanson, Leo Gatica Lara and his wife Sara, Silvio Brenzi, Neil Grinham, Blaire Baynes,
Steven Akker, Elisha Hodder, the Shire of Yalgoo, The Yalgoo Police Station and North Central MLA
Vince Catania and his Office. And a special thanks to my lovely wife and children for the support in this
big achievement of mine.
And thank you to Australia for giving me this opportunity to serve my community.
I apologies in advance if I have forgotten anyone.
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Elders youth bush camp
Connecting to country
27th March 2021 Elder Youth Bush Camp Connecting to Country

What a great opportunity this was for the Yalgoo Kids to be a part of their ancestry.
Chris the Ranger Wildlife Coordinator at Thundelarra Station welcomed us and showed
us around the old sheering quarters where we set up our camp for the night.

About an hour later Chris took us for an hour on a road trip around Warridar Station. He
told us some stories about the old Warridar Home Stead and then the kids adventured
pr explored on a walk through the house and around the area. Then we went to Lake
Monger where everyone got out to enjoy the views and take some great photos. We
then went to another spot on the other side of Warridar to Lake Moore before making
our way back to Thundelarra Station where Chris allowed the kids to explore the Home
stead. All the kids went for a swim to cool off for an hour, from here we decided to walk
back to our camp to give the children a break. We all had a big day, so it was time to chill
back and relax.
Dannii Lawson and Shannon Simpson decided to do an easter egg hunt for the kids at
the sheering shed. The kids then went back to the sheering quarters, were they clean up
before dinner time. We all had dinner, then it was time for bed.
Sunday morning Chris took us to the rocky hill and to the creek where the kids looked
for long neck turtles and frogs. We returned to camp and packed up headed back home
to Yalgoo.
A big Thank you to the Shire of Yalgoo, and the Karara Ranger Land Park also Chris at
Thundelarra for inviting us and making us feel welcome. A big thank you to the Department of Local Government Sports and Cultural Industries for Funding this Elders Youth
Bush Camp. Thank you to Tamisha Hodder and Shannon Simpson for helping on a late
notice and driving the community bus out to Thundelarra and around the area. An also,
thanks to the Volunteers, Ashlee Fogerty and Patricia Carnamah for been part of the
Camp was a big help. What a wonderful adventure.
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Connecting to country bush
camp
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Connecting to country bush camp
Sunday Morning
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Local government elections
Local Government Elections

COMING SOON
Would

like to become a

COUNCILLOR
and represent the views of
the whole community
STEP 1
Check the Australian Electoral Commission website to see if your on the
electoral roll for your district
Forms can be found at https://www.elections.wa.gov.au/enrol
All residents in a local government district who are enrolled on the State Electoral Roll are automatically enrolled on the
corresponding local government roll. People who own or occupy property within a local government district, can apply to
their local government to be included on the roll as an owner/occupier, as long as they are eligible electors. A body corporate may apply to have up to two eligible electors to be included on the owner/occupier roll.

For More Information Contact The Shire of Yalgoo
(08)9962 8042 Email: pa@yalgoo.wa.gov.au
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St john
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WAPOL YALGOO POLICE
IF YOU REQUIRE POLICE ATTENDANCE, BEST PRACTICE IS TO CALL 000 OR 131 444
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Youth focus
Youth Focus Counselling Service come to town once a month with
the RFDS. They have local youth workers from Meeka and male
and female counsellors. If young people are experiencing troubles
with anxiety, anger, depression or drug issues we may be able to
offer support in working out ways of coping. You can refer a young
person by contacting Youth Focus on 08 6266 4333, or asking at
the Nursing Post. For more information on Youth Focus please visit www.youthfocus.com.au
We’ll be in town on the following dates:
Thursday 25th of February
Thursday 25th of March
Thursday 22nd of April
Thursday 20th of May
Thursday 17th of June
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Eon
Good day to Yalgoo and everyone out in the yonder,
Is it just me or has the weather been warmer than we all imagined it to be this time of
year?
After all that rain we have had in the recent months the bush has beautifully sprung to
life! It’s a joy to experience the noisy chorus of cicadas, mushrooms popping up along
the roadside and the magical dance of Monarch butterflies keeping cool in the shade.
With all this being said, it brings me much relief to announce that we are officially entering cardigan season. So, dust off the beanies, start stacking up the firewood pile and get
those gardens ready as the cool weather is nearly here!
We certainly have been busy in our EON school garden getting jobs done. We spent
these last months smothering out invasive couch grass in our garden beds, so if you happened to drop by and notice black plastic around, let me tell you it was worth the eyesore! Shannon and I dug the remaining dead grass out, replenished organics, reconnected our retic and we even managed to plant out our first few beds with winter veggies.
The soil we have out here in like nothing I have seen before. So rich with trace elements
and minerals, excellent drainage and a lovely deep red colour. The only things we need
to add are manures or compost to give the soil a little more structure, water and mulch
on top to keep the weeds at bay.
With the cooler weather knocking on our door now is the time to get your winter seeds
ready. Growing your veggies from seeds is rewarding in so many ways. First of all, you
know exactly what you are growing and where they have come from. There is nothing
more disappointing than planting seeds, watching them grow, nurturing them for
months to find at harvest that they have no flavour and are totally bland. Be seed wise!
Order you seeds online and look for Heirloom varieties, seeds that have been saved for
many seasons by passionate gardeners. The seeds are collected and saved from the
most beautiful, flavoursome and productive plants. Seed saving is an ancient practise
that is a gift from our gardening ancestors.
Gardening, especially vegetable gardening, is a labour of love and one that can bring
endless joys. To watch your seeds grow into plants, to harvest the fruits and vegetable
that you can share with people you care about and to watch the horizons with the hope
of rain are all parts of the beautiful cycle we can enjoy together.
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EON

If anyone out there would like some help or gardening advice please reach out and contact me, I love nothing more than gardening chats. You can contact me on sally
Well amazing Midwest Mob, I wish you all the gardening luck and hope to see you
around town soon!

Planting has begun!
Check out that lovely
soil.

Planting has begun! Check We couldn’t do it without you! Some of the mushrooms growing along the roadside. I understand the
out that lovely soil.
old Yamatji men used to use this to dye their beards?

Once you have your seeds on hand its time to prepare them. Many winter veggies are
better planted direct into the garden. For example, pumpkins, carrots, potatoes, radish,
turnip, zucchini, squash, gourd, winter squash, luffa, onions, garlic, peas and beans all
benefit from direct sowing. Whilst others respond better to nurturing in a seed raising
mix. You can purchase this from a gardening center when you are in town or even better
make your own at home. To do this create a mix of manure/compost, sand and soil. Your
mix needs to be rich enough to hold moisture whilst having enough nutrients to encourage your seeds to germinate. Simply pot up your soil in small pots, plant your seeds
around 2cm deep and water in well. Seeds enjoy having a light area to grow in, protected from direct sunlight and need to be kept damp. You should see your seeds starting to
grow in after around two weeks. The best seeds to start raising in pots at this time of
year are all your leafy greens - kale, lettuce, chard, silver beet, spinach, many herbs parsley, coriander, thyme, oregano, lemon balm and the list goes on.
We are entering our busiest time of the year in our gardens in the Midwest. The changing of seasons creates ideal growing conditions. We can make the most of the sunshine
and grow time throughout the day and the cooler temperatures in the soil for our plants
to truly thrive.
Sally – the EON Gardening Gal
*EON Foundation is a not-for-profit organisation that delivers a food and nutrition focused healthy lifestyle and disease prevention program. We build edible gardens in remote schools and communities for a secure supply of fresh food and partner with them
to deliver a hands-on practical gardening, nutrition, education, cooking and hygiene program. Read more about us at www.eon.org.au”
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Census
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Grams Call Centre
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Quitline
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Contact Elisha Hodder or Dannii Lawson on 9962 8042 for further information or email cd@yalgoo.wa.gov.au

Activities, Programs and workshops during May 2021

Shire of Yalgoo

Calendar activities
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Contact Elisha Hodder or Dannii Lawson on 9962 8042 for further information or email cd@yalgoo.wa.gov.au

Activities, Programs and workshops during June 2021

Shire of Yalgoo

Calendar activities
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Contact Elisha Hodder or Dannii Lawson on 9962 8042 for further information or email cd@yalgoo.wa.gov.au

Activities, Programs and workshops during July 2021

Shire of Yalgoo

Calendar activities

Splash test dummies
3rd of March 2021 the Yalgoo Kids enjoyed a great night out in cue where
they attended a Splashtest Dummies Performance. The evening was filled
with fun and laughter. Thank you to the shire of cue for hosting and to
thank you to the parents, Michelle Hodder Rhiannon Hodder, Sondra lee
and Maureen Page who helped with the kids who all traveled out together
out on the night. We had a great night.
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Easter Competition
Easter Hat competition

A week before Easter Rhiannon Hodder & Dannii Lawson organised an afterschool workshop at the Arts and Culture Centre were the kids designed their own
Easter hats. Chocolate prizes for participating and the best design were enjoyed
by all.

The participating children worked for a whole week on their Easter hats, they all
did a great job with their weird and wonderful ideas, it was certainly outstanding.
I would like to thank hanusia for judging the competition which was drawn on Friday 26th March 2021 and picked the following the winners. Congratulations to
Shaznae Lawson coming first place and to Trezelle Page coming second place it
was a wonderful week and everyone begin creative.
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DFES
Planned burning describes deliberately burning a predetermined area under appropriate environmental conditions to reduce fuel loads
(the vegetation and dead plant material that can burn in a fire).
Planned burns are undertaken under mild and stable weather conditions so that the fire burns slowly
and is controllable with low flame
heights.

When a bushfire enters an area
of reduced fuel, the rate of bushfire spread slows and the intensity at
which it burns is reduced. This means property owners and firefighters have a better chance of containing the fire and it is less likely to
cause damage to property.
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COVID-19
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Safe WA COVID-19

CONGRATULATIONS
MARGART
SIMPSON
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Keep your distance COVID-19
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Redress support service

LOU TATASCIORE
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Winter Cooking Recipes
Roasted pumpkin and ginger soup
SERVES 4 PREP TIME 15MINS COOK TIME 40MINS INGREDIENTS 8 DIFFICULTY EASY (5)

INGREDIENTS
1kg pumpkin, peeled, seeds removed, cut into 4cm pieces
75g ginger, roughly chopped
2 garlic cloves
2 tbs extra virgin olive oil
1L (4 cups) chicken or vegetable stock
1/3 cup (85g) mascarpone
2 tbs finely chopped dill
1/3 cup (50g) toasted hazelnuts, chopped
METHOD
•

1.
Preheat oven to 180°C. Place pumpkin, ginger and garlic on a large baking tray and
drizzle with oil. Season, then toss to coat. Roast for 30 minutes or until the
pumpkin is soft (don’t let the garlic burn)

•

2.
Puree mixture in a blender or food processor with 2 cups (500ml) stock, then
season. If there are lumps, strain through a fine sieve. Place soup a large saucepan
with remaining 2 cups (500ml) stock and warm over medium-low heat.

•

3.
Divide soup among 4 bowls, top with mascarpone and serve with dill and nuts.
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Spot the different
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BOREDOM BUSTERS
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Alcohol & drug Support

SUMMER SCHOOL
HOLIDAYS FUN WITH
GRAMS &
FAIR GAME
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Yalgoo reconciliation day 2021
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Healthy living
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Safe WA
download code app
About safe WA
safe WA is a free, digital COVID-19 contact register system.
Questions? Phone
13 COVID (1326843)

Download the app.

The system developed by WA Health is a secure and convenient way for venue
CO operators and patrons to easily register their attendance at relevant venues. Through
NG a unique venue QR code, safe WA supports efficient COVID-19 contact tracing,
RAT should it be necessary, by providing a digital register of contact details for patrons
UL attending venues.
ATI

The digital register was developed exclusively for WA Health and is provided at no
cost to WA venue operators or the public, as part of mandatory requirements to
maintain a contact register and is an extra precautionary measure in line with COVID
safe principles.
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Auskick 2021
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St John first aid kit

Safe wa

SafeWA app updates
The safe WA app has been updated to improve usability.

SUMMER SCHOOL
sound confirmation for check-in (ifHOLIDAYS
your device isFUN
not on
silent mode, you will hear a distinct
WITH
sound confirming you have checked in correctly)
GRAMS &

For individuals, this includes:

being able to see the last place you checked into

FAIR GAME

making it easier to add multiple people to your check-in.
For businesses, this includes:
the option of a safe WA QR code pack being sent for each venue, instead of each business,
making it easier for large businesses with multiple venues
enabling you to delete a venue or scan location from your account, which is particularly useful
for temporary venues or scan locations.
To access these improvements, you need to update the safe WA app on your device.

In public
Physical distancing in public means people:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

keep 1.5 meters away from others wherever possible
avoid physical greetings such as handshaking, hugs and kisses
practise extra care if you are using public transport – read the guidelines (PDF, 165 KB).
avoid crowds – if you see a crowded space do not enter
avoid large public gatherings
practise good hygiene
stay at home if you have any cold or flu symptoms. Seek medical advice and get tested
for COVID-19
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Desert blue connect
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Desert blue connect
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Caravan park price list
AMILY ENSUITE UNIT

QUEEN ENSUITE UNIT

$210:00 p/night

$130:00 p/night

Sleeps 5
1 Queen bed in first room
1 king single bed &1 set of single bunk
beds in second room
Flat screen TV
Fridge
Reverse cycle air-conditioning
Tea & coffee making facilities

Sleeps 2
1 Queen bed
Shower & toilet
Flat screen TV
Fridge
Reverse cycle air-conditioning
Tea & coffee making facilities

TWIN UNIT

DAYowered Site $26

$80:00 p/night

Powered Site (Pension) $22

Sleeps 2
2 King single beds
Flat screen TV
Fridge
Reverse cycle air-conditioning
Tea & coffee making facilities

NON RESIDENTS
Showers $5

Call 9962 8472
to make a
Booking

Washing Machine $3

The Yalgoo
Caravan Park is
Open for Business

Powered Site (Extra Person) $5.50
Unpowered Site $18
UnPowered Site (Extra Person) $5.50

WEEK
Powered Site $135

Powered Site (Pension) $110
Powered Site (Extra Person) $26
Unpowered Site $95
UnPowered Site (Extra Person) $16.50
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Flyer
from last
bulldust

West coast seafood
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ART CENTER
Open · Closes
Days of week

Open hours

Monday

8:30 am - 3:30 pm

Tuesday

8:30 am - 3:30 pm

Wednesday

8:30 am - 3:30 pm

Thursday 8:30 am - 3:30 pm

Friday

8:30 am - 3:30 pm

Saturday

Closed

Sunday

Closed

Kids art club from 2:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Fitness with dee

YALGOO general store
WEEK DAYS & WEENKEND

Monday to Friday 8:30 AM to 5:30PM
Saturday 8:30AM to 1Pm
Sunday 10:00AM TO 12 Noon
POST OFFICE
Monday to Friday
8:30 TO 11:30AM
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YALGOO Nursing Post
Yalgoo Nursing Post
RFDS Thursday 11th February 1AM TO 4PM
RFDS Thursday 25th February 9.15AM TO 1.30AM

Grams Monday 8th February 8AM To 12PM
ICDC Monday 15th February 9AM to 1:30PM
Youth Focus in Yalgoo Monday 25th February 9AM to 1PM
Dental Van will be at Mt Magnet 3rd to 12 March
Breast Screen WA will be held at Mt Magnet 11-15 March

Yalgoo hotel
OPENING HOURS

Take-Away alcohol is available from 4:30pm daily (except Sunday)
Take Away food is available from 6:00 pm daily (except Sunday)

Stan Willock
T:

(08) 9962 8031

F:

(08) 9962 8046

E:

stan.willock@hotmail.com

Yalgoo caravan park
The Yalgoo Caravan Park is situated in the main street of Yalgoo (Gibbons Street) which is a
comfortable six hours drive north of Perth or just two hours east of Geraldton. We have first rate
facilities to suit all travelers including; motel style unit accommodation for singles, couples or families,
large powered or unpowered caravan sites and drive through sites big enough to suit the largest RV.
Pets are welcome to this clean and friendly park.
One of the best features of the Yalgoo Caravan Park is its central location to the many attractions in
the region. Within a short distance from the park you can experience a wildflower wonderland from
late July to September, visit one of the smallest Dominican Chapels built by Monsignor Hawes and see
majestic Wedge Tail Eagles, kangaroos or emus in their natural environment. For the convenience of
our visitors there is a tourist information centre situated in the caravan park.
The Yalgoo Caravan Park offers travelers a full range of on-site facilities including:
Rammed earth units to accommodate all types of travelers
Drive through sites for the largest bus, motor-home or caravan
Shady large sites with concrete slabs
Modern camp kitchen with fridge, microwave, 2 hotplates, toaster & electric jug
Laundry with washing machine & dryer
Ensuite style bathrooms
Family bathroom with full size bath
Large disabled shower/toilet room for wheelchair and carer
Sullage dump poin
Water access
BBQ’s
Tourist information centre at park
Pet friendly
Telstra mobile reception in town
Shady, grassed and level tent sites
Pension discount available.
Address

Gibbons Street, Yalgoo

Phone

08 9962 8472

Email

cpark@yalgoo.wa.gov.au

Fax

9962 8020
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Tell us what you liked, what you didn’t like, what could be improved and what you would like to see.

Cut out and drop your feedback form into the Shire office, or place in
the Bulldust Feedback Box at the Shire of Yalgoo reception.
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Community survey
if you have any ideas that could benefit our community please feel free to let us
know, whether its activities, workshop or something you would like to see in the
near future.
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Cut out and drop your feedback form into the Shire office, or place in
the Bulldust Feedback Box at the Shire of Yalgoo reception.

SHIRE OF YALGOO
37 Gibbons St, Yalgoo.
Western Australia, 6635.
Phone: 9962 8042
www.yalgoo.wa.gov.au

